DEPARTMENT of HISTORY
COMMENCEMENT 2022

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18TH | 9:00AM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
ZELLERBACH AUDITORIUM
ORDER of EVENTS

PRESIDING
Cathryn Carson
Chair, Department of History

PROCESSIONAL

OPENING REMARKS
Cathryn Carson

UNDERGRADUATE ADDRESS
Ammar Abdul-Mateen Ansari

GRADUATE ADDRESS
Lois Rosson

KEYNOTE
Dania Matos
Vice Chancellor for Equity and Inclusion, UC Berkeley

CONFERRAL OF GRADUATE DEGREES
John Connelly

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
Diliana Angelova

PRESENTATION OF SCROLLS
Department of History Faculty

CLOSING REMARKS
Cathryn Carson

RECESSIONAL RECEPTION
Pauley Ballroom, ASUC Student Union
PRIZES

Friends of Cal History Dissertation Prize
ELENA KEMPF

Graduate Seminar Paper Prize
SEAN CRONAN

George T. Guttridge Prize for British or American Colonial History
ANNABEL LABRECQUE
EVA VAILLANCOURT

David Hollinger Prize for Intellectual History
CRAIG JOHNSON

Fred J. Martin American Political History Award
GRACE GOUĐISS

Matilda Morrison Miller Award for the History of the Western United States
ZAHRA BOKHARI HASANIAN

Friends of Cal History Thesis Prize & Department Citation
DORIAN COLE

HONORS

The Department of History Proposed Honors List and prizes for undergraduates will be available on the History website by June 6th.
history.berkeley.edu/honors
CANDIDATES for DEGREES
DOCTOR of PHILOSOPHY

Matthew August Chau Berry
Simon Brown
Michael James Coates III
Alejandro Garcia
Grace Morrison Goudiss
John Handel
Marie Paulina Hartono
Craig Johnson
Elena Kempf
Kimberly Killion
Dana Landress
Joseph Ledford
Thomas Lucius Lowish
Daniel E. Roddy
Lois Rosson
James Stone Lunde
Sante Armand Aguirre
Chai Won (Bella) Ahn
Sage Alexander
Jennifer Nicole Anderson
Cesar Angel (2021)
Ammar Abdul-Mateen Ansari*
Mollie Diane Appel-Turner
Tate Archibald
Adam Aronovsky
Daniela Arteaga
Poojitha S. Bale
Kylie Renee Bazinet (2019)
Xavier Kaveh Beck
Noah Bendell
Mark Berger
Mario Bermudez Jr.
Dashiel Kyung-soo Biesemeyer
Madeline Bontecou
Parker Jackson Bovée*
Linda P. Brambila
Bianca Brock
Meghan Cameron
Randy Cantz (2021)
Viktoriya Carpio
Marc A. Celona
Ryan Dong Ki Chae
Tiffany Chan
Brianna Nicole Chavez
Wayne Chien
Cameron Taylor Christensen
Laura Ann Clark
Luis Cobian Jr.
Kayla Harris Cohen*
Dorian Cole*
Gabrielle Corona (2021)
Derek Joseph B. Cross
Diana Crow
Jason Allen Davis
Olivia Dulai*
Will Henry Edgar
Galen Farmer
Jie-Yuan Feng
Gabriela Fernandez
Morgan Filgas
Zoe Forest
Lisa Marie Fulkerson
Lizette Alexis Garcia
Justin Douglas Gartner
Karah Elise Giesecke
Samuel Laurence Godfrey
Rosemary Grout
Dominic Michael Gutierrez
Zahra Bokhari Hasanain
Cole Daniel Heires

* Phi Beta Kappa Member
BACHELOR of ARTS

Luke Merrill Herngren
Clarisa Huang
Geraint Hughes (2020)
Jack Wilson Irwin
Abraham Jellinek
Miranda Jiang
Nan Elizabeth Watkins Jorgensen
Elizabeth Jung
Andrew Soohwan Kim
Ari Kim
Emmanuelle Grace Kim
Hyungwon Kim
Alexander Scott Kleinman*
Bryan Songphon Knight
Karen Elizabeth Kolkey
Joseph Michael Lerdal
Kaitlyn Lizzarago
Annabelle Long*
Kelly Elaine Lopez
Mikala Elizabeth Lord
Jonah Lounds
Lily Catherine Lucero
Ka Yu Luk
Amita Mahajan
Harpreet Mahi
Nicole Ana Manssourian
Lynn Elizabeth Marcotte
Loren Marino-Almanza
Trevor Wyatt Mauk
Juliana Torres
Henry McCulloh
Diamond Michel
Jacob James Miller
Emily Rose Mantaro (2021)
Grace Alexandra Moore
Lillian Merri Morgenthaler*
Nina Narahari
Samantha C. Navarrete
Madison Sterling Necochea*
Colin Nguyen
Chantal Olivier-Winston
Mario Osorio Jr.
Jennifer Park
Rhiannon West Patapoff
James Edward Tristan Pollock
Jacob Marc Prager
Emily Profitt
Seth Purdey
Joshua Ralston*
Isabella Ramirez
Anna Remler
Clavey Ali Robertson (2020)
Victoria Sanchez
Sepanta Sarraf

* Phi Beta Kappa Member
BACHELOR of ARTS

Eleanor Tang Savas*  
Sidney Neil Schlafman  
Jordan Miguel Seiden II  
Andrew Selvo (2019)  
Lauren Sheehan-Clark  
Nishitha Shetty  
Isabel Shiao  
Ronit Yael Sholko ff  
Savanna Slaughter  
Jacob Allen Snyder  
Amber Soto  
Emily Su  
Julia Swan  
Jaime T. Tellez-Patino  
Bryn Terese Treloar-Ballard*  
Michael Mkrtich Tufenkchian  
Lauren Monaghan Tyler  
Whitney Ann Unanue  
Jean-Luc Votichenko  
Katheryn Walk  
Sam Walker  
Duncan Wanless (2021)  
Joshua Benjamin Warnock  
Nicole Marie Williams  
Ryan Eric Wilson  
Rose Of Sharon Wilson  
Jackson Henry Woods  

Yang Xiang  
Jocelyn Yang  
Amanda Joyce Yao  
Daria Yerofeyava  
Shengxin Yu  
Zhenhao Yu  
Sheqi Zhang  
Zixi Peter Zhang

* Phi Beta Kappa Member
Stay Connected with BERKELEY HISTORY

We welcome alumni and friends of Berkeley History to keep in touch with us by attending events, connecting with us online, and staying up-to-date on department news. We hope to see you at History Homecoming at the beginning of every spring term!

HISTORY.BERKELEY.EDU/ALUMNI
HISTORY.BERKELEY.EDU/EVENTS